
SteriBin at Bath Spa University, canteen/student study area. 

litres

The Steribin was designed for the NHS and is now part of the furniture 
in universities, colleges and businesses. This is Leafields’ first pedal 
recycling bin, there is a wide but shallow foot print which is ideally 
suited to environments where space is limited and as an optional 
extra the SteriBin can be offered with an antimicrobial additive.

Internal Recycling Range

SteriBin 90

Minimal components used 
which allows the bin to be 
completely stripped down 
for deep cleaning in less 
than eight minutes.
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VITAL STATISTICS
SteriBin Single

90 litres

600W  970H  370D (mm) 

SteriBin Triple

30/30/30 litres

600W  970H  370D (mm) 

Kwiksave grey base as 
standard.  
Other colours by request.  
See page 25 

UV stabilised polyethylene.
Antimicrobial MDPE 
available on request

Model

Capacity

Dimensions

Model

Capacity

Dimensions   

Colours 

Material

WASTE STREAM 
& APERTURE 
OPTIONS
Single 100% and triple lid 30/30/30% bins  
with standard WRAP labels and matching 
lid colours.

Triple bin options just an example.
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Lid closes into tight recess to help 
contain odours
Mould-in graphic labels - no sticky 
edges where bacteria can build up
Front moulded handle - for ease of 
manoeuvre and to reduce manual 
handling
Option of either a single or triple 
(30/30/30) waste stream

Double skin wall of the product is kept 
in tact even after component assembly 
providing easy to clean surfaces
Includes either sack retention bar or 
plastic liner
Complete component strip down - in 
under eight minutes for deep clean

Tilting sack frame, 
one movement 
for very quick 
and safe bin 
maintenance.

A loose fitting drip 
tray will collect 
liquid and other 
waste should a 
bag leak.

Front non-marking 
wheels - for easy 
manoeuvre.

Easy press pedal 
operated lid.
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mixed recycling

plastics

general waste/food waste/ 
mixed recycling

mixed recycling/ 
general waste/paper

plastics/food waste/
mixed recycling

Single waste stream

Triple waste stream 30/30/30

paper

general waste

food waste

landfill
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